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THE PAULINE DOCTRINE OF THE
RESURRECTION

First of all we should take note of the close connection be-

tween the parousia and the resurrection. It is clearly marked

in the structure of 1 Thess. iv. 16: “For the Lord Himself

shall descend from heaven . . . and the dead in Christ shall

rise first.” But this same passage seems further to imply, that

the resurrection takes place before Christ in his descent

reaches the earth, for it is said that, the dead having been

raised, those that are still living, will together with them, be

caught up in the clouds, henceforth forever to remain with

Him.

With this meeting of Christ with his own in the air the

statement of iii. 13, where Jesus is represented as coming

with “all his saints” is usually brought in some connection.

If “saints” here means believers, it will imply that the Lord

in his final descent will be accompanied by all his people in an

embodied state. It is not absolutely certain, however, that this

combination of the two passages is necessary. Two other pos-

sibilities exist. The “saints” might designate the sum total

of believers previously having their habitation in heaven

and now making with Him the first stage of the journey from

there to earth. Or “the saints” might refer to angels. Still,

inasmuch as Paul nowhere else follows this latter usage, and,

on the other hand, frequently calls Christians by the name
“saints,” the other view appears the more plausible. If the

reference to all the heavenly saints as accompanying Him is

adopted, note should be taken of the fact, that, since Jesus

comes in visible form, in order to obtain a clear picture of the

situation, the saints likewise ought to be conceived in cor-
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poreal manifestation. This, however, would lead us back to

the usual view, viz., that the coming “with all his saints”

describes not the movement from heaven to a certain place in

the air, but rather the final stage, the movement from that

meeting-point to earth taken part in by all risen believers, to-

gether with those found living at the parousia. Against this

interpretation it has been urged, that Paul in iii. 1 3 addresses

the Thessalonians in such a way as apparently to distinguish

them from the saints accompanying the Lord: “to the end

that He may establish your hearts unblamable in holiness be-

fore our God and Father, at the coming of our Lord Jesus

with all his saints.” Still this objection loses force by observ-

ing that the Apostle here speaks not of “his saints

”

simply,

but of “all his saints
”
with the emphasis on the word “all.”

The point of the exhortation evidently is that they shall strive

to be at the parousia in such a state as to form a worthy con-

tingent of the universal host of saints which will then sur-

round the Lord.

It will be perceived that no mention is made in these pas-

sages of the resurrection of the wicked. That, as well as the

holding of the judgment, happens subsequent to the comple-

tion of the earthward descent.

More explicit information as to the attending circumstances

of the resurrection we obtain in iv. 16. Here we learn of the

“shout,” the “voice of the archangel,” and the “trump of

God” as accompanying the descent. The sounds thus described

serve the purpose of summoning from afar, as it were, the

dead to arise, in order to render them ready for their heaven-

ward movement only a little later than Christ has begun his

earthward movement, and thus to cause them to meet some-

where between earth and heaven. On the other hand, from vs.

14, “those who are asleep . . . God shall bring (
a%ei

) with

Him,” no argument can be drawn in favor of the joint-coming

of Christ and the risen saints at the parousia. Here “to bring”

( ayeiv
) refers to the introduction of the saints, jointly with

Christ, into the Kingdom of God, not to God’s bringing

them to earth in the movement of the parousia. Indeed, the
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statement in iv. 17 has been interpreted in the same way, so

as to make the meeting of believers with Christ in the air

not preparatory to a further earthward descent for judgment,

but introductory to an abode with Him in the supernal re-

gions, of which the resulting state would then have to be

understood of the preliminary “chiliastic” kingdom, distinct

from the final kingdom of God.

The preposition used with these three descriptive phrases

is iv. It describes the attending circumstances of the act. The

following queries arise
: ( 1 ) Who is the subject issuing the

“shout” (/ceXevoyta), and who are the objects receiving it?

(2) What is the relation of the two subjoined terms, the

“voice of the archangel,” and the “trump of God,” to the

keleusma? The word keleusma is a forcible term used to

describe the word of command given, for example, to soldiers,

or to sailors rowing in a ship, or to dogs in the chase. Here,

however, its meaning is not associated with any of these par-

ticular uses. Bringing in the military idea would represent

Jesus as by a shout summoning his forces to the conflict with

and final victory over the power of evil. But the power of evil

remains entirely in the background in the whole representa-

tion. The shout is undoubtedly addressed to the dead as dead,

that is, as in a state which would render them, figuratively

speaking, deaf to every other impact of sound and require to

rouse them from death all the authority and omnipotence of

God. Both the immediateness and the irresistibleness of the

power transmitted by such a sound to a sphere where other-

wise no sound is able to penetrate are most strikingly

expressed.

Now, who is the subject of the keleusma, the utterer of this

tremendous command? Is it Christ or God? It has been urged

that, since “the Lord” is the subject of the verb “shall come
down,” He must likewise be the subject of the act which

attends his descent. But the second phrase, “with the voice of

the archangel,” shows that this argument has no force. If

Christ can come down with the voice of the archangel, He
can also descend with a keleusma proceeding from some one
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else, which would in this case be God. Still this, while possible,

yields no more than a possibility, and falls short of convincing

proof. The statement as a whole rather favors the other view,

viz., that Christ is the One issuing the keleusma. Especially

the emphasis thrown on the fact that Christ Himself will

descend makes us expect the prominence of Christ in the whole

transaction, and this would be secured through the issuing of

the keleusma from Him. The direct ascription of this to

Christ serves the further purpose of rendering the resurrec-

tion of believers undeniably certain : being “dead in Christ”

they can not fail of participating in the effect of an act or

process in which He is the princeps or center. At any rate,

whether Christ be the subject of the keleusma, or not, it

would yield an incongruous thought to regard Him as the

object of the commanding voice. Such a loud summons to

Christ who dwells in the immediate presence of God would

be wholly out of place
;
whereas, when conceived as addressed

to the dead, it is in entire harmony with the situation .

1

Assuming then that the keleusma is uttered by Christ, the

question next arises, What is the relation to it of the two

other terms named, the “voice of the archangel” and the

“trump of God” ? Are these coordinated or subordinated con-

ceptions ? Do they define what the keleusma consists in, or do

they name two further and separate items? In the former case

the construction would more likely have been that with the

genitive {fxovy)^ apxayyeXov), and similarly with the other

member (o-dXTriyyos deov). The repetition of ev favors the

other interpretation. This, however, is not to be so under-

stood as though the keleusma did not take effect until after

the voice of the archangel and the trump of God had produced

theirs, the latter two wakening the dead, the former sum-

moning the dead already wakened. The three serve the same

purpose and their force is cumulative. Who blows the trumpet

is not stated; only the voice of the archangel should not be

identified with the sound of the trumpet; against this the

1 Kabisch would have the keleusma addressed to Christ.
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conjunction teal speaks. It must be granted, however, that the

sounding of the eschatological trumpets is elsewhere assigned

to the angels, cp. Apoc. x. 7; xi. 15, where, the number being

seven, the seven archangels must be meant. Michael, one of

the archangels, appears already significantly connected with

the resurrection in Dan. xii. 12. The conception of Michael

as having a special task in connection with the last things is

found also in the Apocalyptic writings ;

2
ancient Jewish tra-

ditions make him particularly the blower of the last trumpet. 3

The figure of the trumpet, however, has its root not there but

in the Old Testament. Its origin seems to lie in what the

Pentateuch relates of a trumpet blown at the giving of the

Law : “There were thunders and lightnings, and a thick cloud

upon the mount, and a voice of the trumpet exceeding loud”

(Ex. xix. 16). According to Isa. xxviii. 13, a great trumpet

will be blown to gather the scattered people of God from

Assyria and Egypt and summon them to the holy mountain

of Jerusalem, where they will worship Jehovah. From the

standpoint of the Old Testament this is already semi-eschato-

logical. Full New Testament eschatological significance is

given the words from Exodus in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

which reminds the readers that they are come “not to a moun-

tain that might be touched4 and that burned with fire, and

unto blackness, and darkness and tempest, and the sound of

a trumpet, and the voice of words . . . but unto the heavenly

Jerusalem” (xii. 19). Here the principle of typology is ap-

plied via oppositionis : the setting and the external apparatus

are the same, but the significance and effects are opposite.
5 Our

2 Cp. Ass. Mos. x. 2; En. x. 11 ; xxiv. 6; xxv. 4; xc. 14.

3 Cp. 4 Esd. vi. 23 ; Or. Syb. iv. 173.

4 “Might be touched” is the expression of the material, tangible charac-

ter of the mountain ; it has nothing to do with the prohibition of touching

the mount in Ex. xix. 12. Its opposite is not the accessibleness, but the

spiritualness of the mountain of the New Jerusalem.
B Zech. ix. 14 is not meant eschatologically ; here the trumpet is one of

war : “And Jehovah shall be seen over them, and his arrow shall go forth

as the lightning: and the Lord Jehovah will blow the trumpet, and will

go with whirlwinds of the south.”
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Lord, likewise, in eschatological discourse speaks of the great

sound of a trumpet wherewith the angels shall gather the

elect (Matt. xxiv. 37). Here also, it will be observed, the

angels are the trumpet-blowers. Apart from the trumpets in

the Apocalypse, the only other reference to the trumpet is

found with Paul himself (1 Cor. xv. 52). Here it is called

“the last trump” (eo-^att) ad\7riy£) ; “We shall all be changed

. . . at the last trump, for the trumpet shall sound, and the

dead shall be raised incorruptible.” The adjective “last” in

this phrase is usually misunderstood. The Apostle’s meaning

is not that during the ages of the world’s history many trum-

pets have in succession been blown, but that this one, as mark-

ing the close of all history, will be the last one to sound.

“Last” does not here signify “final” in a chronological

sense. It is a technical eschatological term, which does not

indicate plurality, but duality
;
there is one at the beginning,

and there will be another, corresponding to it at the end ;
and

between these two trumpets lies the whole content of historical

eventuation. Finally the genitive (“of God”) added to

“trump,” does not mean that God blows it, but simply char-

acterizes it as belonging to the eschatological order of things.

By these colorful features Paul makes for us even more

grandiose and impressive what under all circumstances can

not help being a scene of intense realism. They furnish practi-

cally the only material on which our imagination can draw for

filling out the large frame of the canvas. It were wrong un-

doubtedly to reduce all the things mentioned to the rubric of

figurative language, in regard to which the author is aware

of painting freely, rather than of copying the solid content

of prophecy given him by the Spirit. On the other hand we

should not overlook the equally obvious fact, that in painting

by words, even with the fullest intent of accuracy, the Apostle

had to avail himself of a fixed medium of language, which

left room for a margin of over-literalism, and whose interpre-

tation by others, while seemingly in full accord with the words

recorded, nevertheless introduced an ingredient of inadequacy

when compared with the actual intent of Paul. We have here
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before us a striking example of the possibility of over-stress-

ing the literalness of the language and imagery used, and yet,

while thus seeming to do justice to the writer’s speech, missing

in reality the deeper and finer qualities and objectives of his

true conception. The literalistic may appear to our human

vision nearer the real, but may, nevertheless, owing to our

pardonable craving for the concrete, be more subjective than

the spiritualized.

In view of the original literal, physical association of the

words forming the resurrection-terminology with the notions

of “sleep” or “causing to rise, or stand up,” the question is

asked whether Paul’s idea of the state between death and

resurrection is that of sleep or unconsciousness? If God wakes

the dead, or if they are roused and made to stand on their

feet, what other implication can this have than that they pass

out from a sleeping into a waking condition? And, what

seems stronger still, the representation of the dead as those

who have been put to rest (bed), and consequently now are

in that condition, appears inseparable from the phenomena of

physical sleep. None the less it would be rash to draw even

such theological, eschatological inferences from this as might

seem to lie plainly on the surface. These are all words and

modes of speech of ur-ancient origin. Undoubtedly at the time

of their first springing into usage they had clearly associated

with themselves a feeling of their etymological significance,

viz., that of a state of dim consciousness or unconsciousness in

the dead. But, like all words, especially like all words denoting

universal common processes, they were subject to attrition.

While, of course, continuing capable to describe the surface

facts, they could not fail to lose part of the coloring and im-

plications of the facts, whose apprehension had once asserted

itself in their coinage. Except when particular occasion arose

to reflect on their original force, they were handled as so many
word-signs, into whose primordial picturesqueness the aver-

age language-user no longer enquired. Such was undoubtedly

the case with words that had no specific revelation-function

to perform, being common to the current speech of all. The
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words for “sleep” (/coipav, Koipaadat, KeKoi/xacOai^ are words

of this sort. These may have passed through more than one

stage of primitive association, but inevitably they suffered the

fate of becoming blind words. It is, of course, different with

the class of terms that had to serve the purposes of revelation.

True, while originally subject to this same attrition-process,

Christian thought and feeling could bring back some of the

old coloring. But the possibility must likewise be reckoned

with that Koipav and /coipao-dcu had come to mean little more

than to be placed in the recumbent position of the grave. At

the same time it is likely that among believers a special sense

of tenderness accompanied the act, reminiscent of the ordi-

nary act of putting a child to bed, with loving hands.

Nor need we doubt that as the correlate of physical sleep is

awakening, so this idea, never existing or at least long since

obliterated in pagan language, might, as it were, undergo a

sort of resurrection. Here a vague or obsolete pagan concept

came to meet the concomitant sentiment of the Christian

mind. But the pagan KoipaaOcu is a sleep to which no waking

is joined and in this quite important respect the two words

were not by any means analogues. In the case of iyeipeiv

it is not merely a single association that differentiates the

Christian from the pagan, in the latter the entire idea of a

supernatural, miraculous “bringing back from the dead” is

lacking, because the supernaturalistic background as a whole

is in paganism absent. Consequently Scriptural usage had to

translate the term into a totally new circle of belief and under-

standing : the ordinary, physical iyetpeiv
,
has received a new,

redemptive, superlative sense.

All this, and more, it is necessary to remember, before

venturing to draw positive inferences from certain terms,

and that sometimes even without assuring ourselves that in

the later times of paganism a similar drawing of inferences

was still a living process. When even pre-Christian paganism

does not universally ascribe to the koimomenos or the kekoi-

memenos a sleep or rest, in the sense of unconsciousness, we

may not assume that this ancient, imaginative corollary of the
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term was saved out of its semi-oblivion into a new literalness

for the Christian faith. Though to the pagan poet there

was nothing to look forward to but “nox una longa dormi-

enda,” a sleep without end, the prospect was certainly never

such to the early Christian; and if the ideas of “una” and

“longa” were wholly eliminated for him, why should the

notion of sleeping in the sense of unconsciousness have per-

sisted ? Moreover we have from Paul explicit statements con-

cerning this “intermediate state,” which positively exclude its

having been to his mind a state of unconsciousness, such as,

apart from dreams, physical sleep ordinarily induces. In

2 Cor. v the whole train of Paul’s reasoning is based on the

thought, that there will be a differentiation in feeling (that is,

a perceptible difference in the self-reflexive consciousness) in

the state after death. Whether he feels clothed with a body or

feels naked will be an object of perception to him. To the

unconscious dead there is not and can not be any distinction

between the one state and the other: all things are alike to

them. Even though only the minimum of what appears desir-

able to Paul, i.e., to die before the parousia, is in store for

him, still he expresses the assurance that to be in an “un-

clothed” (naked) state at home with the Lord, will be a cause

of contentment, and the looking forward to this provisional

minimum a reason for good courage, which it could not be

without the expectation of consciousness in the post-mortem

state. Similarly, in Phil. i. 23 the having departed and being

with Christ is estimated as “very far better.” To be sure, the

estimate is formed in his present mind, but the whole contrast

of “worse” or “better” loses its significance, if consciousness,

the only standard of difference in appraisal, be denied. The

Apostle, then, continues to make use of the common language

of the day in teaching about these things, and there is hardly

any perceptible effort on his part to correct or modify the

latter. What he does is to fill with vital substance language

that had so largely become voided of meaning.

It has been alleged, it is true, that Paul abstained from the

use of the word “death” with reference to departing believers,
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and employed “to sleep” as a euphemism useful in enabling

him to do this. This avoidance, it is held, was practised by

him with reference to believers only, and not with reference

to Christ, where the soteric necessities of the case almost com-

pelled the use of “death.” But, even with that restriction, the

theory is not borne out by the facts, for in I Thess. iv. 16 he

speaks of “the dead (ve/cpat) in Christ”; and if he used

“dead,” he certainly could have used “death,” which is no

worse a term. Besides, it is one thing to prefer the use of one

word to another on account of aesthetic reasons, and another

thing to fill the form of a word with an entirely new content

;

the latter is what he would have done in forcing upon the then

colorless term KOifiaadaL the significance of death-sleep liter-

ally interpreted. The state of death is a state of consciousness,

and, as already shown, capable of the sensation of comfort

or discomfort, according to the presence or absence of the

body, such as results from a garment one is accustomed to

wear, and which one misses when it is not on him. It would,

perhaps, be too strong to assert, that, apart from this the

death-state of believers is an undesirable experience. That

it falls short of the acme of blessedness must be acknowl-

edged, and it may be well to call attention to this fact as over

against the error of death-sleep, for to the sleeper there is

neither pain nor pleasure, a consideration which might incline

minds, over-enamored with the idea of absolute quiescence, to-

wards that erroneous theory and the erroneous exegesis on

which it is based. The average terminology of burial customs

is perhaps to some extent responsible for the error, though as

a whole, no doubt, it is born out of a morbidly pessimistic

appraisal of life, to which may be added the semi-poetic attrac-

tion of the language employed.

It has further been urged that i Cor. xi. 30 and 1 Thess.

iv. 1 3 cast a reflection on the state of death even for believers.

If this were correct it would furnish one more argument

against the theory under criticism. It must remain doubtful,

however, whether this is not putting too much into the words.

To die is ordinarily a painful experience as such, irrespective
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of the state upon which it introduces. And possibly those who

died in the Corinthian church died under special circumstances

expressive of divine disapproval of their conduct, so that

their departure was a chastisement in itself, leaving out of

account altogether what their death might proximately lead

them into. It should also be remembered, that, owing to the

prevailing expectation of a speedy return of the Lord, Paul’s

teaching had not dwelt upon the intermediate state to any

large extent, so that his converts in Corinth could more

readily regard premature death as a chastisement than we

would. In i Thess. iv. 13 the cause for the “sorrowing” which

Paul deprecates does not lie in their regarding the state of

death as an evil in itself, but in their apprehension of it as an

interminable state. The Thessalonians, it appears, had not yet

fully assimilated the resurrection truth. Paul’s statements in

this passage, with which we hope to deal more fully in another

connection, confine themselves strictly to the one matter on

which the Thessalonians were disquieted, viz., the presence

at the parousia of their fellow-Christians who had died be-

fore. On the intermediate state this throws no light whatever. 8

6 It may be well at this point to subjoin a few linguistic remarks on

the Pauline usage of speech concerning the resurrection. The largest

place is occupied by iyeiptiv, and that in the active voice, God the

Father being the acting subject. Of Jesus Himself it is said that He
“was raised’’ (“waked”) implying the same relationship of activity on God’s

part. The creative aspect of the act standing in the foreground, this is

what we should naturally expect. Nowhere is it said of Jesus that He
contributed towards his own resurrection, far less that He raised Himself.

His role is throughout that of the terminus upon whom God’s resurrective

action works, in order that through Him it may work upon others; cp.

Rom. iv. 24, 25; vi. 4, 9; vii. 4; viii. 11, 34; x. 9; 1 Cor.vi. I4;xv. 12-17,20;

2 Cor. iv. 14 ;
v. 15 ; in these passages partly the active, partly the passive

occurs, the former of God, the latter of Jesus. The verb avurravai is much
rarer in use than eyci'peiv (cp. Rom. xiv. 9). As the figure allows more
of response in the one that is raised, we find here the representation that

Christ av€<TT7
)
(i Thess. iv. 14), involving somewhat of the participative

element on the part of Jesus in the transaction. But, apart from this

slightly different turn in the application to Jesus, it will be seen at a

glance that the verb dvtcrravat is much less in evidence with Paul than

the companion-term eyeipeiv . In Pauline contexts in Acts the proportion

is not so much in favor of tyetpeiv (cp. Acts xvii. 18, 32 ; xxiii. 6 ;
xxiv. 15,
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Having now the immediate precedents and the general

terminology before us, we next attempt to obtain an insight

into the religious and doctrinal principles underlying the resur-

rection. As a fact, and that a fact not lacking doctrinal expla-

nation, it is, next to the cross, the outstanding event of re-

demptive history. But Paul has first made it a focus of funda-

mental Christian teaching and built around it the entire con-

ception of the faith advocated and propagated by him. In

order to gain an insight into how this came about, we must

first call to mind, that in the Apostle’s construction of Chris-

tian truth, two distinct strands show themselves. The first we

may call the forensic one. It revolves around the abnormal

21 ). In regard to the tenses employed the difference between the aorist

and perfect in iydpuv should be noticed. The peculiar force of the per-

fect can be most clearly felt in a passage like 2 Tim. ii. 8: “Remember

Jesus Christ risen (iyrjytpixevov ) from -the dead.” The form “risen” here

expresses that the experience of the resurrection constitutes Christ “a

Risen One” in perpetuum, so that the act of remembering terminates

not on his Person in general, but on that capacity of the Person that

belongs to Him as “a raised, living One” (cp. i Cor. xv. 16, 17, 20) ;

passages with the aor. pass, are frequent. In the sphere of the noun

avdo-rao-is has the monopoly, because a corresponding noun lyepats seems

to have been in sporadic use only (cp. Matt, xxvii. 53, used of the resur-

rection of Jesus). A unicum in the New Testament is i^avdo-racris (Phil,

iii. 11, used of the resurrection of Paul), of which term more later on.

The word anastasis is sometimes active, i.e., the act of producing the

resurrection, but it may also be an abstract term, describing the event as

such in its generality (Rom. i. 4; 1 Cor. xv. 12). Much less richly repre-

sented than the iyetpeiv and avurravat groups is the correlative term

Koip.a<rdai, descriptive of the pre-resurrection state ; this is confined to the

two contexts of 1 Thess. iv and 1 Cor. xv. Here ve/cpos, though in itself

a word of coarser associations, has come to occupy the field. We can not

make the distinction, however, as though K.oip.a<j6ai were reserved for

believers and vtKpot promiscuously applied to believers and unbelievers

in the state of death. The phrase vtupoi iv xpiarw (1 Thess. iv. 16)

suffices to prove that the word, while reminding of the nekrosis which is

the product of death, is not incapable of being joined to the most noble

and intimate relationships of the Christian state. The corruptible is

swallowed up by that mystical union with the Lord to which there is no

suspension even in death. On the other hand, cp. for Koip.a<r6ai in a dis-

honorable connection, 1 Cor. xi. 30. There is no difference in the use of

the terms surveyed between the resurrection of Jesus and that of

believers.
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status of man in the objective sphere of guilt, and deals with

all that is to be done outside of man, in order to its reversal,

so that instead of an aSucos he may become in legal standing a

8(icaio<; before God. The other, while variously denominated,

may here for convenience’ sake be called the transforming

one. It has to do with everything that pertains to the subjective

inward condition of him to whom the grace of God is im-

parted. The former effects justification, the latter sanctifi-

cation.

The peculiarity of the Pauline system of truth consists in

this, that these two complexes of doctrine do not exist side

by side in such form as to yield by mere addition of the

one to the other the complete body of Paulinism; the

situation is rather this, that furnishing along each line a

continuous conspect of the gospel, each after a fashion may
lay claim to relative completeness. Hence the phenomenon

that in the treatment of the Pauline teaching some writers

from a sense of personal preference have chosen the one

line, and tracing it out, have felt contented that they were

offering the student a full-orbed compass of the Apostle’s

religious thought. All the time they were forgetting, or per-

haps with some intentional partiality ignoring, that along-

side of it, there runs the other twin strand making up the

other semi-cycle of the teaching. Nor was this unfortunate

only because it resulted in incompleteness of rendition, the

more serious fact was that even in what thus obtained re-

production the proper balance was lacking. For it stands to

reason that in a mind highly doctrinal and synthetic like Paul’s

a loose juxtaposition of two tracks of thinking without at

least an attempt at logical correlation is inconceivable. In

such a matter Paul’s mind as a theological thinker was far

more exacting than theirs who think that with their facile

leaning over to one favored side they have done justice to the

genius of the greatest constructive mind ever at work on the

data of Christianity.

So far this is only looking at the question from the purely

human standpoint of the religious thinker. But we dare not
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dismiss the point without reminding ourselves that the com-

pleteness and logical coherence of the truth taught through

its organs is a preeminent postulate of revelation. It is for

these reasons a priori to be expected that the two strands

discoverable shall not be entirely equal in rank within the

system of doctrine, for that would yield a dualism hard to

put up with. And so soon as the question is raised through

the principial superiority of which of the two spheres the

necessary balance and symmetry can be safeguarded, the

solution can be hardly other than that the forensic principle is

supreme and keeps in subordination to itself the transform-

ing principle. To be sure, justification and sanctification are

not the same, and an endless amount of harm has been done

by the short-sighted attempt to identify them. But neither

are these two independent one of the other ; the one sets the

goal and fixes the direction, the other follows. What has

darkened the vision of some in this matter was the taking for

granted that for superiority in leading position all that is

needed is greater bulk and outstanding prominence on either

side. It was unavoidable that in practical communications

directed to the building up of disciples in the faith, such as

the Epistles, the viewpoint of sanctification could easily come

to overshadow the more isolated and momentary problem of

justification. This would undoubtedly have happened had not

the latter principle found such emphatic and ineffacable tes-

timony borne to it, as is the case, for example, in the Epistle

to the Galatians and certain sections of Romans.

Coming now specifically to the resurrection, this before

aught else would seem to be exempt from deplacement out of

the transforming into the forensic sphere. It signifies in fact

the most radical and all-inclusive transforming event within

the entire range of the believer’s experience of salvation. It is

equivalent to “becoming a new creation,” and what could be

excluded from such a sweep of renewal? The one in Christ

is tccuvr) KTi<n<>. In Him the old things have passed away,

all things from that point on became new .

7 And what is true

7 It is usually taken for granted, not merely in homiletical usage, but
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of the earthly prototype of the eschatological change must

ipso facto hold true of the resurrection part of the supreme

crisis at the end. There likewise in an absolutely unprece-

dented manner and to an unprecedented extent the newness

furnishes the light in which all things are placed. And yet it

were, from the point of view of Paul’s teaching, a mistake to

confound prominence here with undivided supremacy. To his

view the resurrection with all that clusters around it, has

behind it a still more potential principle, a principle from

which in fact it springs, and in whose depths it lies anchored.

And this deeper principle is that of the acquisition of right-

eousness, a forensic principle through and through, and

yet no less than the resurrection a transforming principle

also. It is especially by considering the nexus between Christ

and the believer that this can be most clearly perceived: in

the justification of Christ lies the certainty and the root of

the Christian’s resurrection. For the supreme fruit of Christ’s

justification, on the basis of passive and active obedience, is

nothing else but the Spirit, and in turn the Spirit bears in

Himself the efficacious principle of all transformation to

come, the resurrection with its entire compass included. Resur-

rection thus comes out of justification, and justification comes,

likewise in commentary-exposition, that Kauri
)

kti'ctis describes the reno-

vation in the subjective condition of the believer, if not entirely so, at

least chiefly. The rendering “new creature

”

has promoted this partial

misunderstanding. But ktisis signifies “creation” no less commonly than

“creature.” The context shows that Paul’s real point of view is better

reproduced by “a new creation.” Through the redemptive provision

afforded by God in Christ, and specifically by one’s ctvai iv xpiarw the

Christian has been transferred into a new world, a world which differs

toto genere in all its characters, its whole environment, and (this could

hardly remain unexpressed in such a sweeping statement) differs likewise

principally as to the basis of objective righteousness on which the new
man stands, from the present world. Nor is it necessary to reach this

by inference
; the context says it in so many words : “But all things are

of God, who reconciled us through Christ to Himself ... to wit, that God
was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself.” And that this “recon-

ciliation” is an objective process (atonement plus justification) appears

plainly from the following words “not reckoning unto them their tres-

passes.” For the sense of “creation” attaching to ktisis cp. Heb. ix. 11.
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after a manner most carefully to be defined, out of the resur-

rection; not, be it noted, out of the spiritual resurrection of

the believer himself, but out of the resurrection of Christ. On
the basis of merit this is so. Christ’s resurrection was the de

facto declaration of God in regard to his being just. His

quickening bears in itself the testimony of his justification.

God, through suspending the forces of death operating on

Him, declared that the ultimate, the supreme consequence of

sin had reached its termination. In other words, resurrection

had annulled the sentence of condemnation.

This is the simple meaning of Rom. iv. 25 : “who was de-

livered up for our trespasses, and was raised for our justifi-

cation.” The preposition occurring in each of the two

clauses, must have, of course, in each the same constructional

force; what this force is the first clause shows beyond

all possibility of doubt: Christ was delivered up to death

“on account of our trespasses.” Our trespasses were the

ideally efficient cause of his death (
Side. acc.). If it is to

correspond to this, the second clause must mean that He was

raised “on account of our justification” (
&o c. acc.). Be-

cause in his completed death our justification was virtually

secured, it needed only the passing of death from ofif Him,

and the consequent substitution of life for death to declare

this. Not, therefore, to render our justification more easy to

apply, nor even to release in Him forces working for its

application, was He raised. There was in his coming to life

something far more efficacious than a mere demonstration or

proclamation might have been.
8

A passage with a similar trend of thought is Rom. viii. 23.

Here the technical term vloOeata (“adoption”) is introduced

in close connection with the “redemption of the body,” i.e., the

eschatological resurrection. It is not merely in the grace of

8 The idea here found in the verse has nothing to do with the doctrine

of eternal justification. What is referred to is not an eternal, i.e., supra-

temporal act, but an act in history. It was simply the ideal side in the

mind of God to the visible, temporal occurrence of the suspension of the

death of Christ.
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this present life that the believer is given to taste the fruition

of his release from the forensic power of sin, the same prin-

ciple works through to the very end, so long as there shall still

remains something to be set right, some sequela of sin even

in the sphere of the body to be removed. Here it can be plainly

observed how the one thought passes over into the other:

“adoption” is by parentage a forensic concept
;
yet it fulfills

itself in the bodily transforming change of the resurrection.

It has been not unplausibly held, that this forensic aspect

of the resurrection as a declarative, vindicatory, justifying

act, forms a very old, if not perhaps the oldest, element in

Paul’s doctrine on the subject. To Judaism the belief largely

bore this meaning. Paul could later truthfully say, that in

preaching the resurrection he defended the Pharisaic position,

not merely through insistence upon the fact, but also so far as

this fact amounted to a vindication of the people of God (Acts

xxiii. 6). In i Cor. xv. 30-32 the resurrection is viewed as a

reward for the incurring of danger and the daily dying under-

gone. In vss. 55-57 of the same context it is pictured as the

swallowing up of death in victory, and death is here pointedly

named as the penalty for sin imposed by the Law, so that the

resurrection is the final removal of the condemnation of sin.

In vs. 58 it appears even as a recompense for the labor accom-

plished, hence as an incentive for the intense prosecution of

this labor : “Wherefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast,

unmovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, for-

asmuch as ye know that your labor is not vain in the Lord.”

After the long disquisition on the raising of the dead the

“wherefore” can have no other meaning than that the motive

of the exhortation lies in the sure prospect of the resurrection.

The “forasmuch as ye know” relates in like manner to the

unshakable assurance of this culminating event in which all

rewards of the pious will be summed up.

Of course, all this must be understood in harmony with the

Apostle’s principle of salvation through grace, apart from

works, as must his doctrine of reward in the judgment gen-

erally. Side by side, therefore, with the resemblance between
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it and the Jewish doctrine, the vital difference between meri-

torious and non-meritorious ground of bestowal should never

be overlooked. Still it remains worth observing, that the

Apostle has incorporated this idea of the resurrection in his

forensic scheme. It seems a pity that in the more prominent

associations of our Easter observance so little place has been

left to it. The Pauline remembrance of the supreme fact, so

significant for redemption from sin, and the modern-Chris-

tian celebration of the feast have gradually become two quite

different things. Who at the present time thinks of Easter as

intended and adapted to fill the soul with a new jubilant assur-

ance of the forgiveness of sin and the guarantee of the inheri-

tance of eternal life ?
9

We hasten on, however, to outline the other, more familiar

aspect of the event. That it bears such an aspect so far as the

body is concerned lies on the surface. That this is a transfor-

mation effected by Christ Himself is likewise plain
;
and still

further that the transformation is analogous to that produced

in the body of Christ Himself at his own resurrection. All

this is implied in the classical passage Phil. iii. 21, where the

expressive term /j-eTaa^rj/iaT^eLv is employed for describing

it. The question, whether this transformation of the body

takes place in the believing portion of the Church then found

9 Much light falls on the forensic significance of the resurrection in

believers from a comparison with the case of Christ’s resurrection. The
Spirit is in Christ the seal and fruit of his righteousness, and at the same

time it is in Him through his exalted state, produced by the resurrection,

the perpetual witness of the continuous status of righteousness in which

He exists. In Him unintermittedly springs up that fountain of justifica-

tion, from which all believers draw. To say that forgiveness of sin pro-

cured through the imputation of Christ’s merit constitutes only the initial

act in the Christian life, and that thereafter, the slate having been wiped

clean, there is no further need nor allowance of recourse to it, all being

thenceforth staked on sanctification, is, apart from all other criticism,

wrong, because it ignores forensic righteousness as a vital factor in the

exalted state of the Saviour. If this were not so, it would remain un-

explainable why, in the matter of justification, Paul directs the gaze of

faith not merely to the cross retrospectively, but likewise upward to the

glorified existence of Christ in heaven, wherein all the merit of the cross

is laid up and made available forever.
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living, or in all found alive at the parousia may be here left

to one side. Nor can it make any difference for our present

purpose, whether the change spoken of shall coincide with

the raising of believers, or constitute a separate subsequent

act.

A far more complicated problem is whether at the parousia

this transformation will concern not the somatic condition of

believers only, but will include a corresponding psychical

change, affecting more particularly that side of human nature

where the body is most closely interrelated with the soul. A
priori it seems difficult to deny this. The opposite would

involve a kind of physical construction of the resurrection-

principle, such as we may well hesitate to ascribe to Paul.

Bodily the resurrection certainly is, and every attempt to de-

physicize it, so often inspired by a dislike of the supernatural

on its material side, amounts to an exegetical tour de force,

so flagrant as to be not worth losing many words over. Now,
if there be a somatic resurrection, we can not otherwise con-

ceive of it than as a somatic transformation. There is not a

simple return of what was lost in death; the organism re-

turned is returned endowed and equipped with new powers
;
it

is richer, even apart from the removal of its sin-caused de-

fects. The normal, to be sure, is restored, but to it there are

added faculties and qualities which should be regarded super-

normal from the standpoint of the present state of existence.

To receive back a body, and to have a body at all is much

(2 Cor. v. 1-9), but we may feel sure that it was not to Paul

exhaustive of the grace of the resurrection, even considered

from the somatic point of view. Nor do we lack information

to that effect. According to 1 Cor. xv. 45-49 believers shall

bear after Christ the image He Himself obtained in his

own resurrection. And this is not a case of mere analogy as to

radiancy of appearance through externally imposed glory, it

is something deeper and farther-reaching, intensely real, al-

though we may not be able to form a concrete conception of it

any more perhaps than could Paul himself. With all the dif-

ference inevitably existing between the two cases the opi<rdr)vai
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iv 8vvdfj.ei avaaTaaewi veicpSiv of Rom. i. 4 must have its

counterpart in the resurrection of believers
;
in their case like-

wise there must take place an investment with SvvafM<;.10

The resurrection-idea has been too much concentrated upon

its somatic aspect per se; it has been taken too much for

granted that the bare body is all that is needed for the sake

of restoring the completeness of human nature. If we may
judge of the resurrection of believers mutatis mutandis after

the analogy of that of Christ, we shall have to believe that

the event will mark the introduction upon a new world

10 The analogy, and its bearing upon our problem become most clear

when the passage, Rom. i. 3-4, is somewhat closely analyzed. Here we
read that Jesus was opicrOels vtos 6toil iv Svvapt1 Kara irvtvpa ayiwcrvvr)'; i£

dvacrrao-ttos veuptov. The clause stands in parallelism to the one in vs. 3

:

tov ytvop.evov in cnripparos Aavtlb Kara capita. It will be noticed that the

following members correspond to each other in the two clauses
:
ytvop.tvo%

opicrdcLs; Kara capita Kara wtvpa aytwcvvr]^', (K tnrtpp.aTO';

AauetS i£ avacraceais vtKpwv. The reference is not to two coexist-

ing states in the make-up of the Saviour but to two successive stages in

his life. There was first a ytvtcBai Kara capita, then a 'optcdrjvai Kara

irvtvp.a. The two prepositional phrases have adverbial force, yet so as to

throw emphasis on the result no less than on the initial act : He became, as

to his sarkic existence, and He was “of the seed of David.” The opLcOrjvai

Paul refers to is not an abstract determination, but an effectual installa-

tion, with bestowal of the requisite energy pertaining to the new state.

Paul seems to avoid the repetition of yevoptcvov, not so much for stylistic

reasons, but because it might have suggested, even before the reading

of the sentence to the end could correct this, that at the resurrection the

sonship of Christ, as such, first originated, whereas his actual meaning is

that the sonship Kara 8vvap.1v there began to enter into operation. By the

twofold Kara the manner of each state of existence is contrasted, by the

twofold ck the sphere of origin of each. As to the one He was “from the

seed of David,” as to the other He was “out of resurrection from the dead.”

The resurrection (both of Jesus and of believers) is therefore according

to Paul the entering upon a new phase of sonship characterized by the

possession and exercise of unique supernatural power. That this should

apply to Christ’s body alone, or to the operation by Christ of somatic

power on the bodies of believers alone, while not here expressly denied,

is in itself highly implausible.

The above interpretation does not, of course, imply that Paul denied

the supernatural conception of Jesus by the Spirit. Precisely, because

speaking of the pneuma-state in the absolute eschatological sense, he

could disregard here the previous Spirit-birth and the Spirit-endowment

at the baptism.
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constructed upon a new superabundantly dynamic plane.

It is for the body, no less than for the soul a new birth. The

resurrection constitutes, as it were, the womb of the new

aeon, out of which believers issue as, in a new, altogether

unprecedented, sense, sons of God : “They are sons of God,

being sons of the resurrection,” therefore they neither marry,

nor are given in marriage (Lk. xx. 35-36). This whole idea

of the avdaTacn<i as a genesis into a higher world opens up

the largest conceivable prospect into a life of new structure

and new potencies for the entire state of the Christian man.

There exists a certain analogy at this point between the

avdaraais and the cosmical TraXiyyeveaCa of Matt. xix. 28.

Thus far, however, our discussion has confined itself to

the resurrection of the body. A continuity has been established

between this as it took place in Jesus, and what will take place

at the parousia in them that are Christ’s, and the securing of

this continuity has been found to be due to no one else than

to Christ Himself. When desiring to construct from Paul’s

statements an organic bond between the entire Christian life

here upon earth and the resurrection at the end, we feel per-

haps that what has been said above leaves us in a degree un-

satisfied. The leap we had to make from Jesus’ resurrection

to the believer’s leaves, as it were, the intermediate spaces

unfilled, and thus threatens to destroy the true organic co-

herence. What we desire is to be able to show, that the

believer’s whole ethico-religious existence, the sum-total of

his Christian experience and progress, all that is distinctive of

his life and conduct demands being viewed as a preparation

for the crowning grace of the resurrection. Only by showing

this can the Apostle’s teaching be fully cleared of the charge

of incoherency between his religion and his eschatology. We
believe it is possible to do this. The passages in which the

entrance upon the Christian state is represented as a being

raised with Christ come here under consideration. As shown

before, they are semi-eschatological in import
;
they take for

granted that in principle the believer has been translated into

the higher world of the new aeon. Still for this very reason
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they establish a real, a vital relationship between what is en-

joyed already, and what will be received at the end, for it is

characteristic of the principle to lead unto the final fulfilment.

Thus, according to Rom. vi. 5, the likeness (“the image made

like”) of the Saviour’s resurrection is to be reproduced in the

Christian. Even now believers are to reckon themselves alive

unto God in Christ Jesus, the Lord (vs. 23). Those who have

the vision of the glorified Christ are through it “transformed

into the same image from glory to glory.” Whatever may be

the exact meaning of these mysterious words it is at any rate

plain, that a transforming influence proceeds from Christ,

such an influence as He could bring to bear upon us only in

the capacity of the glorified, i.e., the risen Christ, and which

has for its goal the acquisition of the same glory-image on

the part of believers.

In a different form the same principle of continuity between

the present spiritual life and the resurrection shows itself,

where believers are exhorted to strive after sanctification with

the thought and desire in mind that at the day of the Lord’s

coming they may be presented to Him in a sanctified condi-

tion, which will at the same time cause rejoicing in those who
have labored for them and make the event objectively produc-

tive of greater grace and joy. On behalf of the Thessalonians

Paul gives expression to the hope, that the Lord may make

them to increase and abound to the end that He may establish

their hearts unblamable in holiness at the coming of the Lord

Jesus with all his saints, (1 Thess. iii. 12; v. 23). Further,

we shall have to add to these indications the complex of ideas

gathering around the phrase “to be in Christ.” 11
It is not

11 It is not essential to assert that the two formulas ev xpio-ra! and iv

irvevfjxiTi are entirely synonymous and coextensive, nor that the formula

“in Christ” is coined after the analogy of “in the Spirit,” as Deismann

thinks (Die neutestamentliche Formel in Christo-Jesu, 1892). To the

contrary, Walter (Der religiose Gehalt des Galaterbriefs, 1904, pp. 122-

144) has shown that the usage of the former considerably overlaps the

limits within which the latter would be applicable ; it has a large forensic

connotation. But where “in Christ” pertains to the mystical sphere, the

two formulas are practically interchangeable.
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Pauline to conceive of believers who are in Christ as envel-

oped by Him after a quietistic, unproductive fashion. The

relation is one that has its intent determined by their destiny

to share after their own degree in his glorified state. Even

dead believers are in the intermediate period before the resur-

rection “dead in Christ” (1 Thess. iv. 16). The statement is

made in order to assure those then living of their certitude

of being themselves changed in due time. If Christ gathers to

and envelopes in Himself all his own with such comprehen-

siveness that even the “dead” are never separated from Him,

nor He from them, then the conclusion is surely justified, that

the entire activity He directs towards them aims at raising

them unto likeness with Himself. Their life and lot are so

inwrought with Christ’s that the general law of happening in

the large phases of his experience must repeat itself in them

:

“If so be that we suffer with Him, that we may be also glori-

fied with Him.”

Finally, in a more un-Christological form the principle of

continuity and causal nexus between the growth of the state

in grace here and the inheritance of the resurrection has found

striking expression in the figure of sowing and harvesting:

“Whatsoever a man soweth, shall he also reap. For he that

soweth unto his own flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption,

but he that soweth unto the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap

eternal life. And let us not be weary in well-doing : for in due

season we shall reap, if we faint not” (Gal. vi. 7-9). A con-

nection and proportionateness between the future life of the

Christian and his conduct here are affirmed in this no less

than in the foregoing passages. 12

The same problem thus far considered in terms of Chris-

tology admits of being studied likewise under the head of the

12 It might seem almost unpardonable here to pass by the words of

Phil. iii. 10, 11 : “Becoming conformed unto his death, if by any means
I may attain unto the resurrection from the dead.” The thought here

expressed, however, seems to go beyond the import of the above passage

in so far as the obtaining of the resurrection as such would seem to be

made dependent on Paul’s Christian striving. The passage will be dis-

cussed in a subsequent connection.
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doctrine and function of the Holy Spirit. In order to perceive

this the reader should endeavor to make clear to himself how
intimate a connection there exists between the Holy Spirit

and Eschatology. The lack of recognition of this fact, so

common among even doctrinally inclined Christians is mostly

due to the eclipse which the Spirit’s eschatological task has

suffered on account of his soteric work in the present life.

The ubiquitousness and monergism of the Spirit’s influence

in the gracious processes we now experience have, as it were,

unduly contracted our vision, so that after having emphasized

the all-inclusiveness of this work, we forget that we have

forgotten, or merely counted in pro forma the other hemi-

sphere pertaining to the Spirit, that dealing with the introduc-

tion into and the abode in the life to come. Paul has not left

us in uncertainty or unclearness in regard to this part of the

Spirit’s working. In I Cor. xv, and other classical contexts

the subject is placed in such prominence and the light of

revelation so superabundantly focussed upon it, that some

have even felt, as though it outshone somewhat the Christ-

glory ordinarily so inseparable from the things in question.

But soteriology so long had the priority in the Church’s

familiarizing herself with the Spirit, that the other part of the

subject had little chance left of obtruding itself and so gaining

the attention it is by nature entitled to. What makes this

relative neglect all the more unexplainable, and up to a certain

point inexcusable is the fact that after all the Spirit’s eschato-

logical functions are simply the prolongation of his work in

the soteriological sphere. But be this as it may, now that in

more recent times the attention of Scripture students has been

attracted to the facts the intensity of occupation with them

has more than made up for the shortcomings of former times.

The connection of the Spirit with Eschatology reaches back

far into the Old Testament. The fundamental sense of mi
is in the Hebrew, and other Semitic languages, that of air in

motion, whilst with the Greek rrvev^athe notion of air at rest

seems to have been chiefly associated. This rendered the

Hebrew term fitted for describing the Spirit on his energiz-
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ing, active side, which further falls in with his ultimate eschat-

ological function of producing supernatural effects on the

highest plane. Thus, the Spirit comes to be linked together

with eschatology. We can observe this along several lines of

thought.

There is first the idea that the Spirit through certain extra-

ordinary manifestations of the supernatural, in certain pro-

phetic signs, heralds the near approach of the future world.

Thus in Joel iii. 1 ff .

13 the outpouring of the Spirit on all

flesh is described as taking place “before the great and terrible

day of Jehovah comes.” 14
It is not excluded by this, that the

Spirit will also have his place within the new era itself, but

this is not indicated here. The Spirit works these signs, not

because He stands for the eschatological as such, for the latter

idea has not yet been reached.

Next, the Spirit is brought within the eschatological field

itself as furnishing the official equipment of the Messiah. It

will be noted that in the passages where this occurs (Isa. xi. 2

;

xxviii. 5 ;
xlii. 1 ;

lix. 21 ( ?) ;
lxi. 1 ) the Messiah receives the

Spirit as a permanent possession. In calling this equipment

with the Spirit official we do not mean to imply that it is

externally attached to the Messiah, not affecting his own sub-

jective religious life, for He is not merely a Spirit of wisdom

and understanding, of counsel and might, but also a “Spirit

of knowledge and fear of Jehovah.” Still the prophet does

13 ii. 28 ff. in the English versions.

14 Volz (Der Geist Gottes und die verwandten Erscheinungen im Alten

Testament und im anschliessenden Judenthum, 1910, p. 93) while explain-

ing Joel as above, thinks that Peter in Acts ii. 16-21 follows a different

exegesis, because representing the disciples as permanently possesseed

of the Spirit. The contrary is true: Peter distinctly quotes the entire

Joel-passage, including the words which put the phenomena named before

the coming of the day of Jehovah (vs. 20), and which assign a period

of some length during which opportunity is afforded to call upon the

name of Jehovah in order to ultimate salvation in the day of judgment

(vs. 21). The Spirit’s working is here no less sub-^eschatological than it

is in Joel. Peter is even more explicit than Joel in regard to this point,

for he modifies the quotation by introducing into it the phrase “in the last

days,” a phrase which in the New Testament is everywhere sub-

eschatological.
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not mean to describe what the Spirit is for the Messiah Him-
self, but what through the Messiah He comes to be for the

people.

Thirdly, the Spirit appears as the source of the future new

life of Israel, especially of the ethico-religious renewal, and

thus first becomes suggestive of the eschatological state itself.

To this head belong the following passages : Isa. xxxii. 15-17;

xliv. 3; lix. 21 (?) ;
Ez. xxxvi. 27; xxxvii. 14; xxxix. 29.

It will be observed that in these prophecies the sending of the

Spirit is expected not from the Messiah but directly from

Jehovah Himself, although the statements occur in prophecies

containing the figure of the Messiah. The emphasis rests on

the initial act as productive of new conditions; at the same

time the terms used show that the presence and working of the

Spirit are not restricted to the first introduction of the eschato-

logical state, but characterize the latter in continuance. The

land and the nation become permanent receptacles of the

Spirit. The promise assumes in Ez. xxxvi. 26 an individualiz-

ing form.

Fourthly, we must take into account that in the Old Testa-

ment the word “Spirit” appears as the comprehensive formula

for the transcendental, the supernatural. In all the manifesta-

tions of the Spirit a supernatural reality projects itself into

the experience of man, and thus the sphere whence such mani-

festations come can be named after the power to which they

are proximately traced. This is in harmony with the two-fold

aspect of the wind, which is at the same time a concrete force,

and a supernal element seeming to come from above. But the

Spirit stands for the supernatural not merely in so far as

the latter connotes the miraculous, but likewise in so far as it

is sovereign over against the creature: it “blows where it

listeth.” In man the pneumatic awakes the awe pertaining to

the supernatural, and exposes to the same danger. Even in

his ordinary life the prophet is, on account of his pneumatic

character, as it were concentrated upon a higher world, “he

sits alone because of Jehovah’s hand” (Jer. xv. 17).

The idea mentioned in the fourth place is the one which
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has undergone a somewhat further development in the Apoca-

lyptic literature. Here at least the Spirit is explicitly described

as a Spirit of eternal life ( Orac . Sib. iii. 771), a Spirit of

holiness pertaining to paradise, named in connection with the

tree of life {Test. Levi, xviii. 11). Still further goes the

Rabbinical Theology when it brings the Spirit specifically into

connection with the resurrection : “Holiness leads to the Holy

Spirit, the Holy Spirit leads to the resurrection.” 15 The im-

pression that the period of Judaism felt itself to be an un-

pneumatic period is sometimes due to an unwarranted com-

parison with the following Spirit-filled days of the early

Christian Church. Both the wise men and the Apocalyptic

writers of that period feel themselves men of a higher divine

rank. Sometimes the pneumatic state vaunted of assumed the

form of a translation into the heavenly sphere.

Coming back to Paul we may adopt for guidance the two-

fold aspect in which the eschatological function of the Spirit

appears in his teaching. On the one hand the Spirit is the

resurrection-source, on the other He appears as the sub-

stratum of the resurrection-life, the element, as it were, in

which, as in its circumambient atmosphere the life of the

coming aeon shall be lived. He produces the event and in con-

tinuance underlies the state which is the result of it. He is

Creator and Sustainer at once, the Creator Spiritus and the

Providence of the supernatural state of the future life in one.

As to the first, Rom. viii. 1 1 affirms that God Sta tov ivoi-

kovvto<; avrov nyeo/JutTO? iv v\Tiv or Sea to ivoLKOvv 7rvevfJLa

shall give life to the mortal bodies of the readers. Hvev/j,a is

here not the human spirit, psychologically conceived, as vs.

10 at first sight might make us assume. It is the divine Pneuma
that is referred to, to be sure, in its intimate union and close

association with the believer’s person. Hence in vs. 1 1 there

is substituted for the simple pneuma the full definition “the

Spirit of Him that raised Jesus from the dead.” In this desig-

nation of God resides the force of the argument : what God

15 Cp. the author’s article on “Eschatology and the Spirit in Paul” in

the Princeton Biblical and Theological Studies (1912), pp. 211-259.
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did for Jesus He will do for the believer likewise .

16
It is pre-

supposed by the Apostle, though not expressed in so many

words, that God raised Jesus through the Spirit. Hence the

argument from the analogy between Jesus and the believer is

further strengthened by the observation, that the instrument

through whom God effected this in Jesus is already present

in the readers. The idea that the Spirit works instrumentally

in the resurrection is plainly implied. This is altogether apart

from the interesting divergence in the construction of

which occurs with the accusative in several important authori-

ties. That would yield the paraphrase: If the Spirit of God

who raised Jesus dwells in you, then God will create for that

Spirit the same appropriate habitat as He created for Him
in the resurrection-body of Jesus. This is a unique idea;

it reverses the relation between Spirit and resurrection-body

;

usually the Spirit is for the sake of the new body, here the

new body would be for the sake of adorning the Spirit. But

interesting though the thought may be, the other reading

(Sid cum genitivo ) seems to have more textual weight in its

favor. Adopting this, we paraphrase: If the Spirit of God

who raised Jesus dwells in you, then God will make the in-

dwelling Spirit accomplish for you what He accomplished

for Jesus in the latter’s resurrection. The idea of the “in-

dwelling” of the Spirit in believers, occurring as it does in

a train of thought prospective to the resurrection, can hardly

help suggesting a process of preparation carried on with a

view to that supreme eventual crisis. The Spirit is there as

indwelling certainly not for assuring the Christian of his

ultimate attainment to the resurrection alone. The indwelling

must attest itself by activity also.

It might be said, however, that in statements of this kind

16 It should be noticed how significantly Paul varies in this connection

the name of Christ. First he speaks of the raising of Jesus from the

dead. Here the Saviour comes under consideration as to Himself, his

own human nature. Then he speaks of the raising of Christ Jesus from

the dead. Here the Saviour comes under consideration as the Messiah in

his representative capacity, which furnishes a guarantee that his resur-

rection must repeat itself in that of the others.
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the point of departure is the soteriological conception of the

Spirit as a present factor in Christian life, and from there it

moves forward to the future, so that the eschatological task

of the Spirit would not be something peculiar, but only his

general task applied to one particular situation. We therefore

turn to another train of thought, which clearly starts from

the eschatological end of the line, and from that looks back-

wards into the present life. This is the case in 2 Cor. v. 5 (cp.

i. 22; Eph. i. 14). Here Paul derives the proof for God’s

having prepared him for the eternal state in a new heavenly

body from the fact of God’s having given him the appa(3(bv tov

7TvevfiaTo<:. The “pledge” consists in the Spirit, the genitive

being epexegetical, just as in Gal. iii. 14 the i'lrayyeXia tov

TrvevfiaTOf means the promised thing consisting in the Spirit.
17

Now the Spirit possesses this significance of “pledge” for no

other reason than that it constitutes a provisional instalment

of what in its fulness will be received hereafter. The quite

analogous conception of the cnrapxv tov irvevparos (Rom. viii.

23) proves this. 'Appafiovv means money given in purchases

as a pledge that the full amount will be subsequently paid.

In this instance, therefore, the Spirit is viewed as pertaining

specifically to the future life, nay as constituting the substan-

tial make-up of this life, and the present possession of the

Spirit is regarded in the light of an anticipation. The spirit’s

proper sphere is the future aeon; from thence He projects

Himself into the present, and becomes a prophecy of Himself

in his eschatological operations.

As indicated above, the Spirit is not only the author of

the resurrection-act, but likewise the permanent substratum

of the resurrection-life, to which He supplies the inner, basic

element and the outer atmosphere. It is this second aspect of

his function we must now look into. A difficulty meeting us at

17 In Eph. i. 14, on the other hand, the Spirit is appa/dwv, because He
pledges, so that, while the thought is the same, the construction is dif-

ferent; the pledge consists in the Spirit and assures of the inheritance.

Similarly, a third conception, that of the cr<£payts (“seal”) lacks the

outstanding element in thoappa/dwv, viz. the identity of the pledge and

the thing pledged, cp. 2 Cor. i. 22; Eph. i. 13; iv. 30.
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the outset may be briefly referred to. It concerns the two-fold

aspect in which the Holy Scriptures present to us the character

of the Holy Spirit. Owing to the task He performs in the

work of individual salvation, together with the other two

members of the Holy Trinity, it is most familiar to us to

conceive of Him as a Person, and not only this : the task has

become so thoroughly personalized, as to leave almost no

room for aught else in our practical contemplation of the

Spirit. When, alongside of this, operations and functions are

ascribed to Him, for the expression of which we need figures

clothed in impersonal terms, we must not over-rashly con-

clude that in this matter, taken as a whole, two disjointed,

differently oriented conceptions of the Spirit confront us,

such as it could be absolutely impossible to reduce to common
terms. We may not be able to make a construction that shall

reconcile what seems to our minds in-combinable in the same

subject, but this does not prove that actual coexistence be-

tween these two aspects is in the Deity impossible. A Chris-

tological parallel can easily disabuse us of the necessity of

such a negative conclusion. Nothing can be more personal

than the intimate relation which the Christ (particularly the

Risen Christ) sustains to the believer. And yet the back-

ground or underlying basis of this personal relationship is

largely expressed in terms, that, did we not know better,

might make us think of an elementally distributed Christ-

atmosphere, in which, at least from the Saviour’s side the

personal is submerged, and of which the imagination fails

to supply us with an adequate idea of what it consists in,

inwardly considered. If to be “in Christ,” and at the same

time to live in conscious intercourse and fellowship with Him
are not logically identical, and are yet to our common Chris-

tian faith joined in the same believing subject without en-

dangering the recognition of the one aspect by that of the

other, then why should an analogous double relation of the

Holy Spirit to our persons be deemed incongruous? This

parallel between the two cases, that of Christ and of the Holy

Spirit is all the more convincing, since in the Pauline soteriol-
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ogy the two phrases eV Trvevpan and iv XPL<T

T

V, at least so

far as the latter is not meant forensically, are equivalent as

to purport. The Holy Spirit is, comparatively speaking, even

more elemental than the Risen Christ. Still less is there need

for wondering that the Spirit plays in Eschatology this, as it

were, semi-personal role.

Let us now briefly survey the evidence found for this rep-

resentation in the Epistles. 1 Cor. xv. 42-50 contrasts the

two bodies that belong to the preeschatological and the eschat-

ological states successively. The former is characterized as

yjrvxMov, the latter as irvev/taTiicdv . This adjective Pneuma-

tikon expresses the quality of the body in the eschatological

state. Every thought of immaterialness, or etherealness or

absence of physical denseness ought to be kept carefully re-

moved from the term. Whatever in regard to such qualifica-

tions may or may not be implied; it is certain that such

traits, if existing, are not described here by the adjective in

question. In order to keep far such misunderstandings the

capitalizing of the word ought to have been carefully guarded

both in translation and otherwise: 'rrvevp.ariKov almost cer-

tainly leads on the wrong track, whereas Tlvevp,aTiic6v
f
not

only sounds a note of warning, but in addition points in the

right direction positively. Paul means to characterize the

resurrection-state as the state in which the Pneuma rules.

That it rules signifies more particularly, that it impresses

upon the body its three-fold characteristic of acpdapaia, 80'ga

and Svpa/iK (vss. 42, 43). Over against this stands the psy-

chical body, which in order of time precedes the soma pneu-

matikon. The former for its part is characterized by <f>6opa,

art/M'a and acrdeveia. The passage is unique even in the long

register of the high mysteries of the faith with Paul, in that

it contrasts not the body affected by sin, not the body as it

came to exist as a result of the entrance of evil into the world

with the future body, but the primordial body of Adam (“the

First Adam”) and the body of the consummation. The proxi-

mate reference is to the contrast between the two bodies only;

but in vs. 46 the representation widens out to a far more
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general, indeed a cosmical one. In the all-comprehensive anti-

thesis there established by the principle: “that is not first

which is to TrvevfiaTiicov, but that is first which isro yfrvxcKov,

then that which is to TrvevfiaTiKov”, this is expressed by the

contrast e* 7V* and e’f ovpavov. When it is affirmed that the

Second Man is from heaven, this has nothing to do with the

original provenience of Christ from heaven; the “from

heaven” does not necessarily imply a “coming from heaven,”

any more than the opposite “from earth” implies a coming

of Adam from the earth at the first creation.18 To refer

“from heaven” to the coming of Christ out of the state of

preexistence at his incarnation would make Paul contradict

himself, for it would reverse the order insisted upon in vs.

46: not the “pneumatic” is first, but the “psychical.” Besides

this it would make the pneumatic the constituent principle

of the human nature in Christ before the resurrection, of

which there is no trace elsewhere with Paul. The phrase

“from heaven” simply expresses that Christ after a super-

natural fashion became the Second Man at the point marked

by erreiTa. A “becoming” is affirmed of both Adams, the sec-

ond as well as the first, for the verb iyevero in vs. 45 belongs

to both clauses. How far in either case the subject of which

18 Cp. for this use of e£ ovpavov 2 Cor. v. 2, “our habitation which is

from heaven”; likewise Mk. viii. II ; xi. 30; Jno. iii. 27; vi. 31; Apoc.

xxi. 2. The test of this interpretation of the phrase lies in the use of

€7rovpavlos in vss. 48, 49; this adjective is applied to believers no less

than to Christ, and in the case of believers it can not mean that they are

at the time of writing “from heaven” or “in heaven.” The absence of

the word aapuLKos from 1 Cor. xv. 45-49 affords in itself the strongest

conceivable proof that the contrast is between the creation-body and the

resurrection-body, not between the body invaded by sin and the body

restored by redemption. The partial transformation is, of course, included

in the larger one. It is like a transaction, if such a one there could be in

the sphere of therapy, wherein the physician, while administering medi-

cine for healing, should mix with it an elixir of eternal life. The patient

at the end of the treatment would then find himself, not merely healed,

but a new man, not figuratively as we sometimes say after a complete

recovery, but in the literal sense of the phrase. This, apart from its

philosophical background, is the element of truth in the*<£appa*ov a0ava-

<rtas of the Greek Fathers.
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this is affirmed existed before in a different condition is not

reflected upon. The whole tenor of the argument ( for such it

actually is) compels us to think of the resurrection as the

moment at which to irvevixaTiKov entered. Christ appeared

then and there in the form of a 7rvevp.aTi.K6u and as such

inaugurated the eschatological era. But, besides identifying

the eschatological and the pneumatic, our passage is peculiar

in that it most closely identifies the Spirit with Christ. Up to

this point the Spirit, who works and sustains the future life

was the Spirit of God. Here it begins to be, not so much the

Spirit of Christ, but the Spirit which Christ became. And,

being thus closely and subjectively identified with the Risen

Christ, the Spirit imparts to Christ the life-giving power

which is peculiarly the Spirit’s own: the Second Adam be-

came not only 7rvevpa but irvevpa £coottolovv
. This is of great

importance for determining the relation to eschatology of the

Christ-worked life in believers.
19

19 The question why Paul, after having up to vs. 43 (inch) conducted

his whole argument on the basis of a comparison between the body of sin

and the body of the resurrection, substitutes from vs. 44 on for the body

of sin the normal body of creation is an interesting one, though very

difficult to answer. The answer should not be sought in the direction of

ascribing to him the view that the creation-body and the body of sin

are qualitatively identical, in other words that the evil predicates of

<j>9opd, ari/zia, a<70ev£ia, enumerated in vs. 42 belong to the body in virtue

of creation. Paul teaches too plainly elsewhere that these things came
into the world through sin. The proper solution seems to be as follows

:

the Apostle was intent upon showing that in the plan of God from the

outset provision was made for a higher kind of body (as pertaining to a

higher state of existence generally). From the abnormal body of sin no

inference could be drawn as to that effect. The abnormal and the eschato-

logical are not so logically correlated that the one can be postulated

from the other. But the world of creation and the world to come are

thus correlated, the one pointing forward to the other
; on the principle of

typology the first Adam prefigures the last Adam, the psychical body the

pneumatic body (cp. Rom. v. 14). The statement of vs. 44b is not meant
as an apodictic assertion, but as an argument: if there exists one kind

of body, there exists the other kind also. This explains why the quotation

(Gen. ii. 7), which relates proximately to the psychical state only, is yet

treated by Paul as proving both, and as therefore warranting the sub-

joined proposition: “the last Adam became a life-giving Spirit.” The
quotation proves this, because the “psychical” as such is typical of the
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We have found that the Spirit is both the instrumental

cause of the resurrection-act and the permanent substratum

of the resurrection-life. The question here arises which of the

two is the primary idea, either in order of thought or in point

of chronological emergence. It might seem plausible to put

the pneuma-provenience of the resurrection-act first, and to

explain this feature from what the Old Testament teaches

concerning the Spirit of God as the source of natural life in

the world and in man, especially since in the allegory of

Ezek. xxxvii this had already been applied to the national

resurrection of Israel. If the Spirit worked physical life in

its present form, what was more reasonable than to assume

that He would likewise be the author of physical life restored

in the resurrection. As a matter of fact, however, we find

that the operation of the Spirit in connection with the natural

world recedes into the background already in the inter-canon-

ical literature, and remains so even in the New Testament

writings themselves. It is more plausible to assume that the

thought of the resurrection-life was the first in order, and that,

in partial dependence on this at least, the idea emerges of the

Spirit as the Author of the miracle of the resurrection. For

the pneumatic character of the age to come there existed a

solid Old Testament basis in trains of thought, which had fully

held their own and even found richer development in the

early New Testament period. And, quite apart from eschato-

pneumatic, the first creation of the second, the world that now is (if

conceived without sin) of the aeon to come. This exegesis also disposes

of the view that Paul meant to include vs. 45° in the quotation, the latter

being taken from Gen. i. 27 (man’s creation in the image of God). On
such a supposition Paul’s manner of handling the record would have to

rest on the Philonic (and older) speculation of a two-fold creation, first

of the ideal, then of the empirical man. According to this speculation the

ideal man is created first, the empirical man afterwards, since Gen. i

comes before Gen. ii. But Paul affirms the very opposite: not the pneu-

matic is first, the psychical is first. If there is reference at all in vs. 46

to this Philonic philosophoumenon, it must be by way of pointed correc-

tion. Paul would mean to substitute for the sequence of the idealistic

philosophy the sequence of historic unfolding; the categories of his

thought are Jewish, not Hellenic: he reasons in forms of time, not of

space.
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logical contexts, the thought that the heavenly world is the

pneumatic world meets us in Paul. Thus i Cor. x. 3, 4 ;
Eph.

i. 3. From this the transition is not difficult to the idea that

the eschatological state is preeminently a pneumatic state,

since the highest form of life known, that of the world of

heaven, must impart to it its special character.

A second problem on which the eschatological evaluation

of the Spirit may perhaps be expected to throw some light

concerns the ubiquitousness of the Spirit in the entire Chris-

tian life on earth, his equal distribution over all its spheres

and activities. In Paul first from the subjective side Chris-

tianity and the possession of and action through the Pneuma

become interchangeable, and with strong emphasis the center

of the Spirit’s operations is found in the ethico-religious

sphere. With such thoroughness and emphasis this had not

been done before Paul. Gunkel has no doubt exaggerated

somewhat the originality of the Apostle in this respect and

underrated the preparation made for this development by

the Old Testament prophetic and earlier New Testament

teaching. Still a simple comparison between the Petrine

speeches in Acts and the Pauline statements abundantly

shows, that Paul was the first to ascribe to the Spirit that

dominating place and that pervasive uniform activity, which

secure to Him, alongside of the Father and the Son, a neces-

sary divine relation to the Christian state at every point.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.




